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Vision, Mission, Values, and Goals

Our Vision

Our Mission

Our vision is a world in which poor countries are able to help
themselves, using the resources that higher education can
provide, to care for their citizens and develop their economies.

AWB’s mission is to help developing countries build capacity in
higher education so that they can educate their own experts and
conduct research to assist in their development.

Our Core Values

Operating Principles

Our role is to support developing countries in building and
improving their systems of higher education, thereby helping
these countries build an educated elite that are a necessary
component for development.

The following operating principles govern our strategy and
day-to-day operations :
1. Deep Relationships : We believe in developing deep,
mutually respectful, long-term relationships with our partner
organizations.

Underlying this role are the following core values :

2. Volunteers’ Safety and Fulfillment : We strive to ensure
that our volunteers are safe and that their experience is
positive and fulIilling.

1. Self-help : We believe that the best way to support developing
countries is to help them help themselves.
2. Higher education : We believe that higher education is a
prerequisite for a country’s development, enabling it to
provide its citizens with the basic necessities for life.

3. A Focus on Need : We focus our efforts on low and medium
income countries.

3. Volunteers : We see volunteers as valuable resources who
contribute their expertise, skills, and passion, creating lasting
value at low cost.

4. Accountability : We devote as much of our resources as
possible to pursuing our mission.
5. Transparency : Our policies and decisions are open to all
those concerned, while we also respect and safeguard the
privacy of those involved.

4. Collaboration : We work collaboratively with our colleagues
at universities in the developing world. They originate and
own the projects we conduct together, and they contribute
deep understanding of their own context and challenges,
as well as resources and expertise.

6. Nondiscrimination : We do not discriminate on the basis
of gender, sexual orientation, race, disabilities, religion,
political orientation, or nationality.
7. Political Neutrality : We do not take sides on political issues.

www.awb-usf.org
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A Word From Our Board Chair - David Dunne
The work of AWB is founded on a number of important beliefs. First, that higher education matters.
Developing countries lack many things, but without professionals such as doctors, engineers and teachers,
they are without the skills to build a functioning society and economy. They are vulnerable to crises brought
about by catastrophic weather events, conflicts, or earthquakes, and their recovery from such events is greatly
hampered. A society without professionals is one caught in a vicious cycle of poverty and vulnerability.
In many poor countries, universities and colleges receive only the barest of funding, if any. AWB’s focus on
higher education arises from a recognition of the central importance of higher education as a way out of
poverty, for individuals and societies.
Second, that given the opportunity, people can help themselves and those around them. Education, in itself, does not put money
in an individual’s pocket. But it provides him or her with the opportunity to make a living and a contribution to society. AWB’s
experience has also shown that those citizens of developing countries who receive the benefits of education in their home countries
tend to stay at home to apply their professional skills in their own communities. Moreover, they are in a position to pass their skills
on to others, thus creating a virtuous cycle.
Third, that recipients of assistance in developing countries are in the best position to decide what help they need. Development is
often conducted without adequate attention to context ; yet conditions such as economic development, infrastructure, cultural
norms, and political issues all have great impacts on the effectiveness of development work. Those who live with these conditions
every day understand what assistance will be most effective in their context, and how it can best be implemented. AWB’s modus
operandi is to respond to the needs of its partners in the developing world.
AWB is a volunteer organization whose continued existence depends on the contributions of its donors. The work we do is having
an effect, making a unique contribution to alleviating poverty and building economies for the long term. By donating or volunteering,
we hope you will join us in investing in human capital in the poorest countries in the world.

David Dunne

A Word from Our Executive Director - Steven Davis
We continue to work in some of the poorest countries in the world. In 2014 we conducted projects in Bhutan,
Ghana, Liberia, and Nepal, which are in the “low” category in the United Nations Development Program
Development Index. Among the 187 countries ranked on that index, these four countries rank between
136th (Bhutan) and 175th (Liberia). We helped universities in these countries with a variety of projects, from
teaching surveying in Bhutan to upgrading the teaching of critical skills in reading and writing in Liberia.
All our projects have long-range impacts. For instance, training young Bhutanese in surveying means that
more roads can be built in a country that is one of the most mountainous in the world - it is snuggled up
against the Himalayas. With road travel so difficult, farmers cannot bring their produce to market ; sick people
in remote villages cannot easily seek medical care ; and young people have no access to education beyond the
village primary school. With more surveyors and better roads, many lives will be made safer, healthier, and more productive. All
our projects have important impacts on development. We count on your support to continue our work.

Steven Davis
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Summary

A - Projects for 2014
AWB completed 10 projects, which covered a wide range of disciplines and activities.

B - Projects for 2015
AWB has already completed six projects in 2015 ; has three ongoing; and is planning two additional projects, for a total
of 11 projects for the year.

C - Board of Directors
The Board met twice in 2014. Five Board Directors were reappointed for three-year terms ; five new directors were
appointed to the Board ; one person’s term ended and one Director sadly passed away. The Board officers were reappointed
for three years. The Board decided to redo the website, change the name of the organization, and adopted various plans to
advance AWB.

D - Decisions, Activities, Changes
AWB helped set up a sister organization in the U.S. ; it applied for and received 501 (3) (c) charity status in the U.S. ; and
applied to trademark its acronym and name in Canada. It issued a Call for Proposals, a competition with a $ 10,000 prize
for the best proposal.

E - Donors
In 2014 AWB raised $ 68,000 from 97 individual donors.

F - Financial Statement
In 2014 AWB had revenues of $ 150,386 compared to $ 140,151 in 2013 and total expenses of $ 123,127 compared to
$ 127,571 in 2013. We finished the year with a surplus of $ 27,259 as compared to $ 12,580 in 2013 and have net assets at
the end of 2014 of $ 77,406 as compared to $ 54,212 in 2013.

G - Articles
Africa needs more home-trained doctors to battle health crises, in The Globe and Mail, September 2014,
Academics Without Borders : Supporting Higher Education in Rwanda, in The Ottawa Citizen, April 2014,
both by Steven Davis

www.awb-usf.org
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AWB Projects

O

ur mission is to help developing countries improve
their universities so that they can educate the professionals and do the research they need for their
development, that is, so that they can help themselves. We fulfill
our mission by sending volunteer-experts on projects, which
originate from our partner universities in the developing world.
Our partners own the project and contribute to the expenses
of our volunteers; we are there to help. We recruit the experts,
provide them with orientation for their assignments, and cover
the expenses that our partners are not able to cover.

AWB’s projects have focused on a number of areas, including
health services, information and communications technology,
environmental management, primary and secondary education,
administration, student services, and quality assurance and
teaching methodology. But AWB’s work is not limited to these
areas. It is ready to work in any area in which universities are
involved and want AWB to work with them. AWB’s partners set
the agenda; our role is to help with their homegrown initiatives.
Our model is to train the trainers. Our volunteers work to
improve the teaching skills and research abilities of faculty, to
upgrade the skills of staff members, and to assist administrators
in making their institutions run more efficiently. By working in
this way, our volunteers have an impact far beyond the faculty,
staff members, and administrators with whom they work.

From 2009, when Academics Without Borders (AWB) sent out
its first volunteer, to the end of 2014, AWB has completed more
than 50 projects involving 65 volunteers. AWB works only in
countries listed in the two lowestranking categories in the
United Nations Development Program Development Index.1
The countries in these categories are among the poorest in
the world.

AWB Volunteer

1

Trained Professors

Students Educated

Citizens

We only work in the low and medium human development categories in the United Nations Development Program’s Development Index (2014).
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AWB Projects in 2014

I

n 2014, we completed five projects with Aga Khan University in East Africa, including two on upgrading nursing education,
one on drafting a quality-control plan for academic programs, one on revising admission standards for student entry into
the health faculties, and one on improving the service for improving teaching and learning. Other projects included teaching
surveying at Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic, which is part of the Royal University of Bhutan ; upgrading the teaching of cardiology at
the Patan Academy of Health Sciences in Nepal ; helping the State Islamic University - Yogyakarta expand its Centre for Disabilities
Studies and Services so that it could accommodate deaf students and integrate them into the university; and improving the University of Liberia’s English Department’s faculty members’ skills in teaching university-level English language and literature.

www.awb-usf.org
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Aga Khan University - East Africa

The Context
1. Nursing Health Needs in East Africa

About Aga Khan University
Aga Khan University was established in 1983 as an international university and now has 11 campuses and teaching sites
spread over 8 countries in Asia, Africa, and Europe. Its objective
is to promote human welfare in general, and to improve the
lives of the citizens of the countries in which it operates. AKU
is a nondenominational institution open to all, irrespective of
religion, ethnicity, gender, or national origin. It has 2,000 students and a diversified workforce of about 400 employees on its
university campuses across the world.

UGANDA
KENYA

TANZANIA
Upgrading Nursing Education and Research,
2014 I and II
The Aga Khan University-Advanced Nursing Studies program
represents a coordinated response to the need for health sector
reform in East Africa. The program is tailored to ensure that
health services are more responsive to the needs of the people.
It aims to strengthen health systems and contribute to an overall
improvement in the health status of the population by upgrading nursing skills and developing a new, more professional
nursing leadership. AWB’s work with AKU’s School of Nursing
was located on campuses in Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda.

Countries in East Africa suffer from a drastic shortage of healthcare providers, especially in the rural regions. For example,
Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda currently have few nurses and
midwives to serve their populations. According to the World
Health Organization’s latest available data, the ratio of nurses
and midwives per 1,000 population in Kenya was 0.9, in Tanzania it was 0.4, and in Uganda it was 1.3. In many communities
in poor countries, nurses do what doctors would do if they were
available : treat wounds and illnesses, prescribe medications,
set bones, bandage sprains, and deliver babies. But there are far
too few of them to serve these countries’ populations.

Graduathing Nurses at AKU
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Project 1

Project 2

In January 2014, Marilyn Chapman returned for a month to
AKU Nairobi where she continued her work from 2013 with
the faculty of the Advanced Nursing Studies Program. Marilyn
accomplished a great deal on her posting. She ran a workshop
designed to revise the curriculum of the nursing program, to
develop guidelines and policies regarding the number of course
assignments and examination protocols and to discuss how
to better develop critical thinking and clinical reasoning in
students and how to assess prior learning. Marilyn also visited
the AKU campuses in Kampala and Dar es Salaam to share
the outcomes of the workshop, which resulted in a strategy to
address the critical need to share resources across campuses.
In addition, working with the Dean of the Nursing program,
Marilyn helped formulate a plan for further faculty development in preparation for implementing the Undergraduate
Nursing Education Programme.

In 2014, Pammla Petrucka, who was at AKU in 2012 and 2013,
returned to work at the three sites of the AKU East Africa
Nursing program in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. The goal
of the placement was to work with the faculty members to
enhance research and scholarly capacities and output ; it was
an opportunity to role model for the faculty members the nurse
scientist/nurse researcher roles. This ranged from referring
them to literature and encouraging Marilyn Chapman Graduathing Nurses at AKU them to reflect on potential directions
for the future to refining their actual research programs.
In addition, Pammla assisted some of the faculty members with
publication and/or grant development, which resulted in three
peer reviewed publications and three research grant applications ready for submission.

Volunteer

Marilyn also worked with three faculty members to help them
develop their research projects, which resulted in a paper being
sent for publication and another published in a conference
proceedings.

Pammla Petrucka
PhD (University of Alberta), is an Associate
Professor in the College of Nursing
at the University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Volunteer
Marilyn Chapman
Master’s of Adult Education
(St. Francis Xavier University),
is an Instructor in the Nursing
Department at Vancouver Island
University, Nanaimo, British Columbia

Outcomes

Impacts

Revised curriculum ; guidelines for course assignments and examinations; upgraded faculty teaching
in critical thinking and assessment of prior learning ;
faculty development plan for the Undergraduate
Nursing Education Program; upgraded some faculty
members’ and staff members’ ability to do research.

Improved teaching and research capacity ; bettertrained nurses to provide health services in Kenya,
Uganda, and Tanzania for the underserved populations in these countries ; improvement in the health
of these populations with lower maternal and infant
mortality rates.

www.awb-usf.org
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2. Quality Assurance and Quality Improvement
Network, 2014

3. Building a Teaching and Learning Network, 2014
Vivian Neal helped the Teaching and Learning Network (TL_net)
Director prepare a Teaching and Learning Framework and
Strategic Plan 2015-2020. The document is to guide the activities
of the TL_net and Blended and Digital Learning Network (BDL_
net) over the next five years.

Martin Hill spent two months over two visits working in the
Office of the Provost assisting the Quality Assurance and Improvement Network Team to develop the capacity of Quality Assurance
resource persons appointed by departments and faculties to
develop and administer periodic self-assessments of programs.

With two AKU academics and two other AWB volunteers, Vivian
co-ran two workshops at the East Africa Higher Education Quality
Assurance Forum in Arusha, Tanzania, on learning theories and
group work. Approximately 25 East African universities were
represented at the conference, and some 40 quality assurance
directors attended the workshops.

In addition to mentoring new staff, Martin also assisted faculty
with the development of a framework for regular periodic
reviews of academic units and programs across AKU. A quality
assurance and improvement policy has been defined and written
and is to be adopted across the University.

In addition, Vivian mentored TL_net and BDL_net staff to help
them learn about educational development, including providing
information about how various teaching and learning centres
are structured and about effective and ineffective approaches to
faculty development.

Martin will continue to provide remote support to faculty and
staff as the implementation of the framework and policy progresses.

Volunteer
Martin Hill
MA (Cambridge University), MSocSc Urban
& Regional Studies (University of
Birmingham), is the Review coordinator
for the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) for
the United Kingdom.

Volunteer
Vivian Neal
PEng, Master of Educational Technology
(University of British Columbia), is an
educational developer and engineering
instructor at Simon Fraser University,
Burnaby, British Columbia.

Outcomes

Outcomes

A quality assessment and improvement framework
for AKU’s programs ; improved ability of faculty
and staff to carry out quality assessments.

A teaching and learning plan; upgraded skills of
the TL_net and BDL_net staff members to assist
faculty members in improving their teaching

Impacts

Impacts

Better education provided at AKU ; graduates with
a greater ability to provide a variety of services
to the populations in East Africa, where AKU is
located ; improvement in the quality of life of these
populations.

Faculty members with upgraded teaching skills ;
students with greater satisfaction in their courses.
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4. Criteria for Admission to the
Health Professions, 2014 – 2015

Volunteer

Saleem Razack worked with his AKU counterparts to establish
criteria for the admission of students to the health professions
that take account of the variations in the quality of education
in the three countries in East Africa in which AKU operates :
Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania. The goal is to enable AKU to
admit students from more diverse backgrounds.

Saleem Razack
MD (University of Toronto), is an Assistant
Dean of Admissions, Equity, and Diversity,
Associate Professor of Pediatrics, and Core
Faculty Member at the Centre for Medical
Education at McGill University, Montreal,
Quebec.

Outcomes

Impacts

The establishment of new criteria for the admission
of students to the health profession faculties at AKU

More diverse and equitable student body at AKU

www.awb-usf.org
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Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic,
Royal University of Bhutan - Bhutan

The Context
Bhutan

CHINA

Bhutan is a landlocked small democratic kingdom wedged in
between China (Tibet) to its north and India to its west, east,
and south. Virtually the entire country is mountainous, and
ranges in elevation from 100 meters along the Indian border
to the 7,554 meter Kulha Gangri peak on the Tibetan border.
The country from East-West is approximately 300 km and from
North-South about 150 km. But it has only about 10,500 kms of
roads, only 3,000 km of which are paved and are no railroads
and few airports. It needs more of roads and improvements
on those that it has. Surveyors and civil engineers are key to
bringing about these changes.

BHUTAN

INDIA

Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic, Dewathang, Bhutan
Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic is one of the constituent colleges
of the Royal University of Bhutan and was established in 1972.
Its vision is « To be a premier Institute in the region in providing training and continuing education in the field of applied
engineering and technology to aspiring individuals in producing
highly skilled and competent technical personnel for meaningful
employment. »

Bhutan is a very poor country ranking 136 out of 187 countries
in the 2014 United Nations Development Program Development
Index, placing it near the bottom of the Medium Developed
Countries category. Its maternal and infant mortality rates are
quite high, 180 per 100,000 live births and 36 per 1000 live births
respectively compared to Canada’s 12 per 100,000 live births
and 5 per 1000 live births. Over 50% of the population live on
$ 2.00 (PPP) or less a day.

Peter Goodier, AWB’s volunteer with his students
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Teaching Surveying, 2013-2014

Volunteer

Peter Goodier was a Surveying Lecturer in the Department of
Civil Engineering at JNP from August of 2013 to January of 2014.
His teaching duties consisted of lecturing to civil engineering
students about surveying, and guiding these students through
weekly practical surveying exercises.

Peter Goodier
Bachelor of Technology in Geomatics
(British Columbia Institute of Technology),
is a land surveyorwho works in Nelson,
British Columbia

In addition to his teaching, Peter presented an intensive 6 day
seminar on the usage of surveying equipment, which was
attended by 11 participants consisting of engineers from
throughout Bhutan, as well as JNP faculty members.
A third part of Peter’s assignment was the development of
a curriculum for a proposed Diploma in Surveying at JNP,
which started in July, 2014. Currently in Bhutan the demand
for surveyors is high, yet there is no educational program in
surveying available in Bhutan.

Outcomes

Impacts

Courses taught in surveying

Students trained in surveying techniques ; Roads
and buildings constructed in Bhutan

Students at Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic

www.awb-usf.org
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The Patan Academy
of Health Sciences - Nepal

The Context
Nepal

CHINA

NEPAL
INDIA

Known in the West for its spectacular Himalayan landscape,
Nepal is one of the poorest countries in the world. It has recently
emerged from a brutal civil war that claimed the lives of an
estimated 14,000 people. With a tenuous hold on peace, it has
a stagnant economy, few accessible natural resources, limited
infrastructure for communication or transportation, low levels
of education, and persistent shortages of the basics of life. Life
expectancy is low, infant mortality high.

2014 Annual Report

Conditions are even worse in rural areas, where over 85%
of the population live. Most doctors practice in urban areas.
In the Kathmandu Valley, for example, a physician on average
cares for 1,200 patients, while in remote mountain regions the
patient load can be as many as 150,000.
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The Patan Academy of Health Sciences

Volunteer

The Patan Academy of Health Sciences (PAHS) is a Nepali initiative
that seeks to train doctors for the rural population. The PAHS
program emphasizes engagement with rural communities from
the beginning and employs Problem Based Learning (PBL) as
a teaching method to develop community primary care skills.
PAHS was built on principles of social accountability and evidencebased pedagogy to develop skilled practitioners who will serve in
rural areas.

Dr. Bibiana Cujec
MEd (University of Saskatchewan), MD
(University of Laval), is a Professor of
Medicine at the University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta.

Dr. Olga Toleva
MD (Medical University--Sofia, Sofia,
Bulgaria), is an Interventional Cardiology
Fellow at the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta.

Gap and Upgrade Teaching of Cardiology, 2014
Three cardiologists from the University of Alberta, Bibiana
Cujec, Olga Toleva, and Kristen Lyons, spent one month at the
PAHS in January 2014 teaching first-year medical students
about cardiology. Teaching activities included lectures, smallgroup problem-based learning, learning games, an art contest,
and workshops. The medical students gained an improved
understanding of cardiovascular physiology and disease.
During these hands-on sessions, internal medicine residents
became aware of the utility of handheld ultrasound in clinical
decision-making.

Dr. Kristen Lyons
MD (McGill), is a Cardiology Fellow at the
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta.

Outcomes
Courses taught on cardiology to PAHS’s medical
students with faculty members from the PAHS
Medical School attending.

Impacts
Enabled the PAHS’ Medical School faculty
members to teach cardiology to the Medical
School’s students; improved care for rural Nepali
citizens suffering from cardiovascular disease ;
decreased mortality from cardiovascular disease
in rural areas of Nepal.
Olga Toleva teaching echography

www.awb-usf.org
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State Islamic University — Yogyakarta
Indonesia

The Context
The Disabled in Indonesia

Enhancing the Disabled-Friendly Library,
2013-2014
The CDSS at SIU strives to support and provide equal accessible
educational opportunities to students with disabilities. For the
2013-2014 academic year, Lisa Fisher, a deaf American, volunteered with AWB to further expand CDSS services, including
converting print books to e-books and establishing an academic
support system for deaf students. At the end of the year term,
the Difabel 2 Corner in the library is in a larger and accessible
room, about 100 books have been converted, and the Friday
prayers at the UIN mosque are interpreted in sign language.

MALAYSIA

INDONESIA

Volunteer
Lisa D. Fisher
MA (Gallaudet University), is a consultant
on development.

The Government of Indonesia has passed disability-specific
legislation and has recently ratified the U.N. Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities. However, the realization of the
social and political rights of persons with disabilities in Indonesia
remains unfulfilled. There is a low level of participation of the disabled at all levels of education. For higher education, this number
is alarmingly low. It is estimated that less than one percent of students with disabilities enroll in Indonesian universities (compared
to 17% for students without disabilities). One reason for this is that
universities are not yet legally required to provide support and
academic accommodations for students with disabilities.

The State Islamic University — Yogyakarta, Indonesia

Outcomes

The State Islamic University (SIU) is the only university in
Indonesia with an official policy for admitting and supporting
disabled students who meet the academic admission requirements. In 2007, The Centre for Disability Studies and Services
(CDSS) was established at the university to provide support and
services for students with disabilities. Now the SIU has undertaken a long-term process to support the implementation of the
U.N. Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. Their
goal is to transform the SIU into the first inclusive university
in Indonesia within the next five years. At the same time, CDSS
will promote inclusivity at other universities and network with
other governmental and nongovernmental organizations involved in implementing the UN convention. SIU remains a leader
in inclusive education in Indonesia.
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The Difabel Corner in the Library at UIN

The Center of Disability Studies and Services was
upgraded so that it can accommodate deaf students ;
deaf students were integrated into SIU Yogyakarta
so that they can be educated.

Impacts
People with hearing disabilities will make a
contribution to Indonesia; the deaf and more
generally, the disabled, will be held in higher
regard in Indonesian society.

“Difabel” means differently abled.
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The University of Cape Coast — Ghana

The Context
Ghana and Improving Doctoral Education
in Computing Science

CÔTE
D’IVOIRE

The University of Cape Coast
The University of Cape Coast (UCC) has been an independent university with the authority to confer its own degrees and diplomas
since 1971. The University was established to meet the country’s
need for highly skilled and educated leaders, specifically to train
professional teachers for Ghana’s educational institutions and the
Ministry of Education. As Ghana has become more advanced and
developed, the University has added a number of programs and
departments, including management, commerce, agriculture,
and computer science and information technology.

TOGO
GHANA

AWB/UCC’s Project
To further the University’s impact and respond to the changing
needs of society, UCC and AWB created a doctoral program in
CS/IT in cooperation with UCC’s Department of Computer Science
and Information Technology (DCSIT). Currently the faculty
members in DCSIT have Master’s degrees, but a UCC condition
for the Department to have a doctoral program is that a number
of the faculty members themselves must have doctorates. The
program that UCC/DCSIT and AWB created is for the faculty
members in DCSIT to obtain those degrees. Once a sufficient
number of DCSIT faculty members have doctorates, AWB will
assist the Department in establishing a doctoral program.

Ghana is a relatively prosperous and secure African nation,
yet its rapid development calls for higher levels of education in
order to assist further growth. There are no computer science or
information technology (CS/IT) doctoral programs in Ghana. It
is essential for Ghana’s development to have people with these
advanced CS/IT degrees to educate others, as well as to work in
the private and public sectors. Due to the lack of graduate CS/IT
programs, those who wish to receive an advanced degree (MSc or
PhD) in these areas are leaving Ghana to study elsewhere. Often
they do not return, resulting in a brain drain for the country.

www.awb-usf.org
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Courses, January - June and Summer, 2014

Volunteer

Elizabeth Quaglia spent six months, from January until June,
2014, in residence at UCC. Elizabeth taught a two-week course,
“Network Security and Cryptography,” before the start of the
spring semester and then remained at DCSIT as a visiting
lecturer for the term, teaching an expanded course on network
security and cryptography. In addition, Elizabeth worked with
the Department organizing seminars and providing guidance
and support for current and potential research students.

Elizabeth Quaglia
PhD (Royal Holloway, University of London),
is Senior Researcher at Huawei Technologies, Boulogne Billancourt, France.

In the summer of 2014, Éric Tanter and Artur Lugmayr delivered two six-week courses, Programming Languages (Tanter) and
Database Programming (Lugmayr) to the doctoral and Master’s
students. They also offered research direction and support to
the ongoing research projects for the candidates in AWB/CSIT
doctoral program for faculty members.

Éric Tanter
PhD (Université de Nantes and University
of Chile), is an Associate Professor of
Computer Science at the University
of Chile, Santiago.

Artur Lugmayr
PhD (Tampere University of Technology),
is a Professor at Curtin University of Technology, Perth, Western Australia.

“Network Security
and Cryptography”

Outcomes
Courses taught for the transitional graduate
program for the DCSIT faculty members.

Impacts
Some of the faculty members in DCSIT will have
doctorates; DCSIT will have a doctoral program in
CS/IT; graduates from the program will contribute
to the development of Ghana’s economy.

Information Technology at UCC
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University of Liberia — Liberia

The Context
Liberia and Civil War

Upgrading the Teaching of English, 2014
Brian Goodman conducted a series of eight workshops offering
professional and educational development for the University’s
English Department faculty. The workshops focused on reinforcing the instructors’ skills in collegelevel English subjects.
A major goal was to emphasize critical thinking skills through
increased attention to the mechanics of both reading and
writing at a college level. Subsequent sessions addressed forms
of written argumentation, including persuasive essays, literary
explication, and research papers. Finally, one session presented
creative writing as a subject to be fruitfully incorporated into
the English curriculum. Between 30 and 40 instructors, more
than half of the English instructors at UL participated in each
of the eight workshop sessions. These immediate beneficiaries
reported increased confidence in each of the skill areas covered
by the workshop, and created plans to incorporate their new
competencies into their classroom teaching.

SIERRA
LEONE
LIBERIA

CÔTE
D’IVOIRE

From 1822, Liberia was colonized by freed slaves from the U.S.
and the Caribbean under the auspices of American Colonization
Society. It declared its independence as a republic in 1847, which
the U.S. finally recognized in 1862. In 1980, a military coup led
by Samuel Doe ushered in a decade of authoritarian rule. In
December 1989, Charles Taylor launched a rebellion against
Doe’s regime that led to a prolonged and intermittent civil war,
which lasted until 2003. The civil war inflicted huge damage on
the country and on the University of Liberia. Not only was its
infrastructure destroyed, but many of its staff were either killed
or forced to leave the country. Moreover, the entire Liberian
educational system, from preschool through secondary school,
was similarly devastated. Schools were destroyed and teachers
killed or driven into exile. The absence of a functioning educational system affected multiple generations of young Liberians.

Volunteer
Brian Goodman
MSt (Oxford University), is a doctoral
candidate at Harvard University.

Outcomes

The University of Liberia

Improved teaching of critical thinking skills in
reading and writing for the more than 15,000 UL
students for whom English is a required subject.

The University of Liberia is a publicly funded institution of
higher learning located in Monrovia, Liberia. Authorized by
the national government in 1851, the school opened in 1863 as
Liberia College and became a university in 1951. The school,
which is accredited by the Liberian Commission on Higher
Education, is one of the oldest University of Liberia institutions
of higher learning in West Africa. Unfortunately, civil wars have
disrupted and damaged the school over the past three decades.
Since the end of Liberia’s most recent civil war in 2003, the
country has entered a period of redevelopment, in which the
University is playing a key role in the regeneration of the school
system and the country.

www.awb-usf.org

University of Liberia

Impacts
Students at UL will have an improved ability to
think critically in reading and writing and be better
prepared to succeed in university-level courses ;
an increased number of students will complete
their university education; and Liberia will benefit
by having more people with a university education.
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Projects in 2015

A - Completed
Six projects have been completed in 2015, of which three were in East Africa at Aga Khan University and one apiece in
Ghana, at the University of Cape Coast ; Ethiopia, at Mekelle University; and Tanzania, at the Nelson Mandela African
Institute of Science and Technology. In addition, there were postings for two multiyear projects, one in the Philippines
at San Carlos University and one in Nepal at the Patan Academy of Health Sciences.

B - Ongoing
There are three continuing project at Aga Khan University :
one across all its campuses, one across its campuses in East Africa, and the third in Nairobi.

C - Planned
There are three planned projects for 2015 : a project in Indonesia at the State Islamic University — Yogyakarta, a project
at the University of Bamako in Mali, and an additional posting for the project at San Carlos University in the Philippines.
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Board

Board Meetings

Reappointment
of Directors

The Board met twice in 2014, once in Toronto
on May 10 - 11 and once in Montreal on
September 27 - 28.

Several of AWB Board directors were
reappointed for additional three-year terms.

Reappointment
of Board Officers

Nancy More
is the former Supply Director,
International Beer Supply for Diageo,
London, UK.

The Board officers were reappointed with their
terms extended for various periods.
Board Chair

Jonathan Rose
is a Professor and former Chair in
the Edward S. Rogers Sr. Department
Electrical and Computer Engineering
at the University of Toronto.

John Waterhouse
to the fall meeting, 2015

Board Vice Chair
Caroline Pestieau
was formerly Vice President, Programs and Partnership,
at the International Development Research Centre in Canada.

David Dunne
to the fall meeting, 2015

John D. Stewart
is an account manager at TD Waterhouse in Toronto.
John Waterhouse
is a Professor Emeritus at Simon Fraser University,
Burnaby, British Columbia where he was Dean of Business,
Vice President Academic, and Provost.

Treasurer
John D. Stewart
to October 31, 2015

Recording Secretary
Caroline Pestieau
to May 31, 2016

www.awb-usf.org
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New Directors

Term Ended

Several new directors were elected to the Board
for three-year terms.

Terry White
The initial three-year term ended for Terry
White, who is the former President of the
University of Calgary in Alberta. Terry
decided not to put his name forward for
a second term. We would like to thank
Terry for all the valuable work that he did
for AWB.

Hélène Delisle
is a Professor of Nutrition, Faculty of
Medicine, University of Montreal.

Deceased

Patrice Ryan
is the president of Ryan Public Relations,
Montreal, Quebec.

Andre Saumier
a member of AWB’s Board of Directors,
a distinguished Canadian, passed away on
August 28, 2014. It is a great loss for AWB.

Bob Rosehart
is the Past President and Vice-Chancellor
of Wilfrid Laurier University.

Important Board Decisions
The Board made a number of important decisions
for the development of AWB.

Sam Scully
is the former Chair, Ontario Universities
Council on Quality Assurance, Toronto,
Ontario.

• It decided that the website should be redesigned.
• It adopted :
		
• A Resource Development plan with a target for
		
$ 177,000 for 2014 and $ 300,000 by the end of 2015
		
• A Marketing Plan for fundraising, which identified
		
three target groups : faculty members in Canadian
		
universities, former expatriates, and diaspora
		
communities
		
• An Internationalization Plan, which recommended
		
that AWB should be prepared to create an interna		
tional organization as opportunities arise
• It established a task force to review the Executive Director’s
workload to find ways to reduce it so that a replacement
could be found for him in three years, when he intends to
step down from his position.
• It voted to change AWB’s name from Academics Without
Borders Canada to Academics Without Borders.

Michael Stevenson
is President emeritus, Simon Fraser
University, Burnaby, British Columbia.
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Decisions, Activities, Changes

AWB helped set up a sister organizations in the United States, AWB USA, which received charity status in 2014.
The Executive Director, Steven Davis, published “Academics Without Borders : Supporting Higher Education in Rwanda
(and beyond)” in The Ottawa Citizen, highlighting our work in Rwanda and our connections to Ottawa, and “Africa needs more
home-trained doctors to battle health crises” in The Globe and Mail, a Toronto daily newspaper, about the Ebola epidemic.
In 2014, AWB applied in the U.S for 501(3) (c) charity status and to trademark in Canada its name in French and English and its
acronym, AWB-USF.

2014 Call for Proposals

KENYA

ALGERIA
TANZANIA

MAURITANIA

MALI

A Call for Proposals was sent out in French and English to our
Representatives at Canadian universities for distribution. The
Call is a competition for the best project proposal submitted
by a Canadian and offers a $ 10,000 prize to cover volunteer
expenses connected to the project.
The runner-up for the Competition is a project that intends to
develop a new course in nutrition for an academic programme
for physicians specializing in diabetes at the University of
Bamako in Mali. AWB is providing some financial assistance to
the project. However the project has been put on hold since Mali
is currently too dangerous for AWB to send a volunteer there.

The winner of the Call was a project that developed and taught
an instructional course for Environmental Governance & Decision Making at the Nelson Mandela African Institute of Science
and Technology (NM-AIST) in Arusha, Tanzania. The course was
added to the NM-AIST curriculum and is being taught by faculty
members at the institution.

The two volunteers were
Amélie Sabourin
Dt.P., Nutritionniste-diététiste,
Centre de santé et de consultation
psychologique de l’Université de Montréal,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Jania Chilima
B.Sc. (Hons), MES, PhD Candidate,
School of Environment and Sustainability
& Global Institute for Water Security,
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon,
Canada

Ayodele Olagunju
B.Sc. (Hons), MES, PhD Candidate,
School of Environment and Sustainability,
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon,
Canada

www.awb-usf.org
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Donors

D

onations are the lifeblood of AWB’s work in the developing world. Thanks to the generosity of the individuals listed below,
we have been able to create real and lasting change in some of the world’s poorest countries. In several universities across
Africa and Asia, there are now cadres of AWB-volunteer-trained professors, scientists, doctors, nurses, researchers, and
educational administrators. These individuals in turn are actively educating, year after year, hundreds and eventually thousands of
students who become teachers, scientists, engineers, doctors, nurses, and researchers, whose skills will contribute directly to the development of their countries and the health and wellbeing of their fellow citizens. It is vitally important work, and deeply appreciated by
those who benefit from it. Thank you so much for making it possible.

Avinash Agarwal

Jeffrey Fine

François Lepage

Eve Renaud

Jamie Anchin

Louise Frechette

Leanore Lieblein

Mary Richardson

Judith Anderson

Lysiane Gagnon

Guy Lord

Arch Ritter

Caroline Andrew

Hannah Gay

Alistair Macleod

Douglas Robertson

Katherine Ashenburg

Ian Gold

Michael Maxwell

Lisa Romkey

Paul Austin

Gail Goodman

Ann McCall

Michael Rose

Denise Beaupre

Geet Grewal

Storrs McCall

Robert Schwartzwald

Renee Bilodeau

Scott Grills

Barbara McCann

Michel Seymour

Nicole Brodeur

Dominique Gross

Peter McNally

Alex Shabshis

Andrew Brook

Ishtiyake Haji

Murray Metcalfe

Timothy Shaw

Wendy Cecil

Edward Hundert

Kathy Mezei

James Shute

David Copp

Donald Johnston

Frank Millerd

Christopher C. Smart

Bibiana Cujec

Anne Joli-Coeur

Harvey Mitchell

Janet Adler and Eric Suss

Gordon Davis

Barbara Kaiser

Karen Mitchell

Jordon Swartz

Steven Davis

Lina Kalfayan

Vivien Neal

Miriam Ulrych

Carole Dence

Robert Keaton

Monique Nemni

Ed Williams

Emmett Dennis

Eberhard Kiehlmann

Mathew Pavelis

Peter Wolf

Myron Echenberg

Christopher Knapper

Will Penny

Eugene Zabawa

Tiffany Evan

Maryan Koehler

Lorne Prupas

Cecile Fay-Baulu

John and Eve Lauder

Nikkhil Rampertaub
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Financial Statement

Fundraisers

Donors, Foundations,
Government Agencies,
and NGOs

In 2014 AWB held three fundraisers. At the first, which took place
in April in New York City, Steven Davis, AWB’s Executive Director,
presented an overview of AWB and its activities and Bibiana
Cujec, a professor in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of
Alberta in Edmonton, talked about a project for which she was a
volunteer. The project, described above under “Projects,” was to
upgrade the ability of faculty members at the Patan Academy of
Health Sciences’ Medical School to teach cardiology.

In 2014 we raised $ 68,000 from 97 individual donors, $ 47,666
from foundations, government agencies and NGOs, and $ 2,056
from social media.
AWB is working with the Canmore (Canmore, Alberta) and Davis
Sunrise Rotary (Davis, California) Clubs to submit an application
for a grant to Rotary International for our work with the Patan
Academy of Health Sciences’ new School of Public Health.

The second fundraiser was held in Toronto in May. Once again
Steven presented an overview of AWB and its projects. Jörge
Liebeherr, a professor in The Edward S. Rogers Sr. Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Toronto,
gave a talk about his volunteer posting at the Department of
Computer Science and Information Technology at the University
of Cape Coast in Ghana. Jörge spent part of the summer of 2013
teaching a doctoral-level course to faculty members in the
Department who are in an AWB transitional doctoral program.
See a further description of this program above under “Projects.”

Pro Bono
Many of AWB’s staff members who work for AWB contribute all
or part of their time pro bono and the experts we send to the
developing world are not paid, although we cover their expenses.
In addition, our developing-world partner institutions make
significant contributions to the cost of our mutual projects.
These pro bono contributions do not appear in our financial
statements. The pro bono work of our staff and volunteers
and contributions of our developing-world partners mean that
AWB’s expenses are very low. Individual projects cost between
$ 1,500 and $ 8,000, depending on the length of time our volunteers are in field. In addition, AWB operates out of a virtual
office, which further lowers our expenses.

The third 2014 fundraiser took place in Montreal in September.
Steven once again gave his overview presentation and Lionel
Mendoza, the former Associate Dean (Educational Research) in
the Graduate Programmes and Research Office at the National
Institute of Education, Singapore, talked about a project at
Makeni University in Sierra Leone for which he was a volunteer.
The project was to upgrade the teaching capacity of the education faculty at Makeni University to teach school teachers how
to teach mathematics and science.
About 75 people attended the three fundraisers and we raised
$ 8175.

www.awb-usf.org
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Summarized statement of operations
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2014
$

%

$ 130,021

88.7 %

$ 391

.3 %

$ 16,235

11.1 %

$ 146,646

100 %

Program

$ 65,652

53 %

Fundraising

$ 28,105

23 %

Salaries

$ 12,017

10 %

Administrative

$ 17,354

14 %

TOTAL

$ 123,127

100 %

TOTAL

$ 23,519

$ 74,184

REVENUE
Donations
Investments
Partners & In Kind
TOTAL
EXPENSES

NET INCOME

11.1%

88.7%

0.3%

Revenue 2014

Donations

$146,646

Investments
Partners & In Kind
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Summarized statement of financial position
DECEMBER 31, 2014
$
ASSETS
Bank accounts

$ 77,307

Investments

$ 42,118
TOTAL

$ 119,425

LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities

$ 10,020

Deferred Revenue

$ 31,675

Unrestricted Net Assets

$ 54,211

Net Income

$ 23,519
TOTAL

14%

53%

$ 119,425

Expenses 2014

10%

Program
Fundraising

$123,127

Salaries
Administrative

23%
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Articles

I

n 2014, Steven Davis, AWB’s Executive Director, published two articles in daily newspapers. The first, which appeared in the online edition of The Globe and Mail, a Toronto daily, addressed what the Ebola epidemic illustrates about the need for developing
countries to have health workers to battle such epidemics. The second, which appeared in The Ottawa Citizen, an Ottawa daily,
was about an AWB project in Rwanda, where AWB assisted the country in setting up a new university, the University of Rwanda.

Africa needs more home-trained
doctors to battle health crises

Ebola has now spread to Monrovia with a population of well
over a million. Most of Monrovia’s hospitals are closed, since
the virus can survive on surfaces and spread by contact with
them. People are desperate. There are reports of bodies being
thrown in the streets and people hiding their symptoms to avoid
quarantine. Even Monrovia, where most of Liberia’s health
professionals are located, does not have enough resources to
manage the crisis.

By Steven Davis
The Globe and Mail Published September 17, 2014
Liberia with a 4.2m population : 51 doctors ; 978 nurses
and midwives ; 269 pharmacists3

Some help has come to Liberia. Doctors Without Borders has
sent health professionals and set up treatment centres, but it
is too little to cope with the situation. It has established a 120
bed clinic in Monrovia and another in the northern part of the
country. More help is coming. Recently, President Obama put
out a call to world leaders to assist countries effected by the
epidemic. He said that the world “has the responsibility to
act, to step up and to do more. The United States intends to do
more.” But Liberia needs many times more beds and health
workers than can be provided by foreign NGOs and countries
like the United States and Canada.

The Ebola epidemic dramatically illustrates developing countries’
dire need for their own home educated health professionals.
Since the disease is so dangerous, it is very difficult to recruit
enough outsiders to treat and quarantine the sick. A significant
number of health workers, including foreigners, have died from
the disease. The mortality rate is 50% for those treated and can
be as high as 90% for those not treated. One of the worst parts
of the crisis is that the countries affected are being abandoned.
Several airlines have cancelled flights, non-governmental agencies are calling their personnel home, and neighboring countries
have closed their borders. Consequently, even those doctors and
nurses recruited by foreign charities have difficulty accessing the
countries.

As with most emergencies in developing countries, it is their
health professionals that provide most of the care to their
citizens. They are in a better position than the brave volunteers
from foreign charities to manage a crisis, since they know the
country’s customs, language, and are there for the long haul.
However, one of the major problems faced by poor countries
is the inadequate number of trained health workers. There has
been an under investment in higher education, in part by these
countries, but mostly by developed countries’ governmental aid
agencies and private foundations, which have concentrated on
primary education and basic health. It is, however, impossible
to have decent schools and health systems without having the
teachers and health professionals to staff them, and these are
educated in universities. And the universities should be located
in the countries themselves. The practice has been to send most
of the young people abroad to study for advanced degrees to
countries like Canada. The problem is that most do not return,
adding to the brain drain. There are more Ethiopian doctors in
New York City than in Ethiopia.

An example is Liberia, the country most affected, with over
2000 reported cases and 1100 deaths with many new cases a day
adding to the total. Recently, the number of cases has doubled
and there is a predication that it could reach as high as 10,000
cases with 5000 deaths by mid-October if the situation further
deteriorates. The Ebola epidemic has overwhelmed its health
professionals. With 4 million people, Liberia has only 200 doctors
and 1500 nurses, most of whom are in and around the capital,
Monrovia.
Ebola has spread through-out the country, including to remote
hard-to-reach villages. And now the rainy season has started,
making travel even more difficult and increasing the problem
of getting aid to these villages. Because of the isolation of many
villages, it is more than likely that the number of cases and
deaths is much higher than reported, says the World Health
Organization. Foreign health workers are ill-equipped to stem
the tide of the epidemic in the countryside. They lack information about the local cultures - Liberia has 10 ethnic groups with
their own languages - and the contacts necessary to gain access
to the villages.
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A better approach is to assist developing countries improve
their universities. There is a substantial demand from these
countries for help to improve teaching, research and back office
operations. Canada has many experts on all these areas, many
of whom are generously willing to volunteer for assignments
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in developing countries. By improving the universities in the
developing world, young people will be encouraged to stay
at home, which will increase the chance that after they finish
their education they will contribute to the development of their
countries. And they will be there to assist when crises like the
Ebola epidemic arise.

To help developing countries meet heart-rending emergencies
like the Ebola epidemic, aid agencies and foundations should
be encouraged to invest some of their funds in supporting the
universities in the developing world so that more doctors and
nurses can be educated at home. There lies the long term solution to crises like this one.
3
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Academics Without Borders :
Supporting Higher Education
in Rwanda (and beyond)

Farquhar is now on AWB’s Board of Directors, as are Caroline
Andrew, former Dean of Social Sciences at the University of
Ottawa, and Caroline Pestieau, former Vice President, Programs
and Partnership at the International Development Research
Centre, and a former Senior Fellow of the Centre on Governance
and of the School of International Development and Globalization Studies at the University of Ottawa.

By Steven Davis
The Ottawa Citizen Published April 17, 2014

While he was thus involved with the University of Rwanda,
Farquhar’s wife, Fran, joined Anthony’s wife, Mary Ann, as
volunteers in a nearby village school, teaching music, art, and
English. They taught the children to play violins and recorders,
which they had never seen, to design snowflakes, also unfamiliar in this equatorial country, and to improve their English,
recently replacing French as the language of instruction in
Rwanda’s schools.

Good universities are crucial to a nation’s advancement, and
this is especially true in the world’s least developed countries.
Higher education provides citizens with the skills and knowledge
needed to become productive citizens, competent professionals,
and successful entrepreneurs; and university research generates the knowledge needed to solve social problems, stimulate
technological advancements, and drive economic development.

Other projects that AWB has undertaken to develop higher education in Rwanda include Carol Dence, who held administrative
and faculty positions at Carleton and the University of Ottawa,
and Gudrun Currie’s work to assist the National University of
Rwanda to upgrade its registrar’s office, Don Cherry’s to help the
University establish a Master’s degree in accounting, and Corrie
Young’s to aid some of the staff at the University to improve
their administrative skills.

However, good universities do not emerge overnight. They are
complex institutions whose capacity must be developed and
nurtured carefully over time. Many countries lack the resources
to achieve this. So some send their students abroad for higher
education, but this often backfires through “brain drain.” Their
youth remain overseas and their home countries derive no
benefit from their education.
Enter Academics Without Borders (AWB), a bi-lingual nongovernmental organization, established in 2007. Its mission is to
support developing countries improve their universities so that
they can educate at home the professionals these countries need
for their development. AWB works through academic experts,
many of them Canadian, although academics from several other
countries have participated. These experts volunteer their time
to work on projects with their colleagues in developing countries to help establish and improve the quality of sustainable
programs and services. The projects have focused on a number
of areas, including, health, teaching and learning methodology,
various academic disciplines, student services, and back-office
operations, as well as preparing strategic plans and overhauling
organizational structures.

AWB has engaged Ottawa area experts in helping the universities
of other developing countries as well. For example, Arch Ritter,
a Carleton professor emeritus, who also served on AWB Board,
assisted in introducing new courses in economics at the University of Liberia, and Ozay Mehmet, also a Carleton professor
emeritus, helped the University’s School of Business to upgrade
its research capacity. In addition, the AWB’s founder and Executive Director, Steven Davis, is a Carleton professor emeritus.
Since 2014, AWB has done 50 projects in 14 countries and is
practically the only non-governmental organization worldwide
to assist developing countries improve their universities. It is
currently helping set up an Academics without Borders in the
U.S., is working with Universitaires sans frontières in France, is
exploring creating AWBs in other countries and is considering
establishing an AWB International.

A number of the AWB volunteers have come from the Ottawa
region, especially Carleton University and the University of
Ottawa. A recent example that is apt during this 20th anniversary
of Rwanda’s tragic genocide is the engagement of Robin Farquhar,
Carleton’s former president, who is also a University of
Winnipeg president emeritus. He served for five months as
a strategic adviser to the Rwandan ministry of education in
restructuring the country’s higher education system. Along with
Anthony Morgan, a former vice president at the University of
Utah, Farquhar developed a plan for implementing the Rwandan’s
government’s decision to merge its seven higher education institutions into a single national university, the University of Rwanda,
with comprehensive offerings, several campuses and quality programs, while keeping costs within reach of the Rwandan budget.
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